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LIC AAO SECTION WISE REASONING MOCK SOLUTIONS  

 
Solutions (1-5): 

 
1. (2)  
2. (5) 
3. (4) 
4. (1) 
5. (4) 
Solutions (6-10): 
6.  (4) 

 
7. (2)  

 
8. (2) 

 
9. (5) 

 
10. (5) 

 
Solutions (11-15): 
 
In each step one word and one number are rearranged. 
The word which comes first in the dictionary is placed at 
the extreme left position followed by the lowest number. 
In the second step, the word which comes second in the 
dictionary is placed at the extreme left position followed 
by the second lowest number. The same process is 
continued till all the words get rearranged in the reverse 
order of English alphabet and all the numbers get 
rearranged in descending order. 
Input: 32 proud girl beautiful 48 55 97 rich family 61 72 
17 nice life 
Step I: beautiful 17 32 proud girl 48 55 97 rich family 61 
72 nice life 
Step II: family 32 beautiful 17 proud girl 48 55 97 rich 61 
72 nice life 
Step III: girl 48 family 32 beautiful 17 proud 55 97 rich 61 
72 nice life 
Step IV: life 55 girl 48 family 32 beautiful 17 proud 97 rich 
61 72 nice 
Step V: nice 61 life 55 girl 48 family 32 beautiful 17 proud 
97 rich 72 
Step VI: Proud 72 nice 61 life 55 girl 48 family 32 beautiful 
17 97 rich 
Step VII: rich 97 proud 72 nice 61 life 55 girl 48 family 32 
beautiful 17 
11. (3)  
12. (4)  
13. (3) 
14. (1) 
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15. (2) 

(16-20) 
      
      
 =    
       
      
16. (5) 
17. (2) 
18. (1) 
19. (1) 
20. (5) Either  or  

Directions (21-25): 

Person  Off  Cuisine  

N Monday  Mexican  

K Thursday Thai  

T Wednesday Chinese  

B Friday Italian  

M Saturday Indian  

W Sunday Continental  

R  Tuesday Spanish  

 
21. (5) 
22. (4) 
23. (3) 
24. (1) 
25. (2) 
Directions (26-30): 
26. (2) clearly, the statement calls for customer-oriented 

solutions. Hence II follows while I does not. 
27. (5) both meditation and regular exercise are 

considered to be stress-relievers. 
28. (1)since the fever is “mysterious”, routine tests do not 

address the problem very precisely. The bigger 
institutions need to step in. 

29. (1) I follows because decentralization will reduce 
bureaucratic hassles and thereby lure foreign 
investors. II does not have any direct relevance to 
luring FDI. 

30. (4)I does not follow because it makes little sense to 
invite delegates so early. II does not follow because we 
don’t know whether city X is in Asia. 

 
 


